
Social Relief Blockchain (SRX)

Global FISH Fundraising Platform

F - Feed the Hungry
I - Imitate Authentic Love
S - Save the Lost
H - Heal the Sick

The purpose of SRX is to create a strong community of stakeholders that support the
management of fundraising for volunteers, developers, nonprofits and NGOs that are
actively working or establishing projects that meet the social needs of the world.

SRX stakeholders are responsible for regularly voting, volunteering, and establishing
ratings for completed projects aligned with the FISH criteria.

Through the community driven social relief blockchain, we can accomplish the following:

Ensure fair distribution of funds to the issues around the world.
Ensure correct use of funds.
Ensure tomorrow is better than today.

In the following pages you will get more detail on how our communities, project creators
and admin play an integral role in our mission, the roadmap of events and the types of
social relief activities we will be doing in the coming months and years.

We are blessed and thankful you have taken the time to consider joining our team. I am
confident that with your help, we can make a lasting impact on the future generations to
come.
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FISH Meaning and Types of Activities

F - Feed the Hungry
I - Imitate Authentic Love
S - Save the Lost
H - Heal the Sick

Table 1.1 - FISH Intro

FISH Problem Promise Example

Feed the
Hungry

Millions of people globally
struggle to get at least
one meal a day and
proper nutrients that
support good health and
longevity.

SRX and its
ecosystem strive to
feed, teach and
work beside the
hungry and
undernourished.

-Weekly grocery and
water deliveries
-Food farms in remote
areas
-Aqueduct and well
repairs

Imitate
Authentic Love

Many today lack the
community they need to
build meaningful
relationships that support
happiness and longevity.

SRX and its
ecosystem seek to
build strong
collaborative
communities.

-Community gathering
construction
-Low to no income
housing
-School Construction

Save the Lost Everyday people all
around the world are
being taken away against
their free will from a
healthy society.

SRX and its
ecosystem seek to
bring people back
into the community
and give them
meaning.

-Save, shelter and
mentor sex trafficking
and drug victims
-Save, shelter and
mentor orphans
-Save,shelter and
mentor the widows

Heal the Sick Thousands of
communities around the
world do not have the
resources, doctors and
medicines they need to
heal the sick.

SRX and its
ecosystem provide
resources with a
holistic approach to
increase the
happiness and
longevity of each
person in the
community.

-Help communities
with mass sickness
outbreaks
-Lay hands on the sick
-Send doctors and
medicines to remote
areas of the world

*not limited to the activities in the above table.
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Community

Purpose: unite volunteers, investors, developers and those in need together to a single
larger community all focused on feeding the hungry, imitating authentic love, saving the
lost and healing the sick.

Volunteers - From the beginning we were the hands and feet of Christ, taking his love
out to the city. This fundamental has not and will not change. We have teams that go out
all around the world to help others. One of our first priorities of products has to do with
this. Read the products section of this whitepaper. Prayer: Matthew 9:38

Investors - Everyone will have the opportunity to invest in SRX initially through binance
smart chain (BNB) and eventually its ecosystem through SRX’s chain. An example of a
successful implementation of this system is Brise/Bitgert on the BNB smart chain.

Developers - The SRX ecosystem will consist of revolutionary projects that help assist
bringing heaven to earth. The blockchain will be safe, fast and cheap for developers and
investors to work together on. SRX is unique as it gives developers and investors the
opportunity to work together in its common goals.
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SRX Tokenomics

Token Name - Social Relief Blockchain
Ticker Symbol - SRX
Total Supply - 1,000,000,000,000
Blockchain - Binance Smart Chain
Tax - 10%
Address -

5% - Social Relief -
The real fun starts with the active blockchain. But until then, we will take 5% of each buy
and sell of SRX token and give to the regionalized teams to give towards our FISH
mission. As funds are received, a determined frequency will be decided upon by the
current stakeholders.

1% - Major Exchange Charity -
Lots of exchanges, coins and tokens try to raise money for charity. We would like to be
a part of their endeavors as well. We lead by example so we encourage our developers,
investors and volunteers in our ecosystem to partner with others.

* This item will not be activated until we enter our first Major Exchange - ie. binance usa,
coinbase, etc. 1% will be added to the admin fee to help assist with the listing and early
stage of product development.

1% - Liquidity
Adding tokens into the liquidity pool, creates more stability in price and allows everyone
to be able to buy and sell freely without delays.

3% - Admin
If we want to make our tools we use to change the world  and get the word out to build
our communities, early on we need to spend a good portion of that on this. Once SRX
chain is independent by itself, these taxes dwindle down to practically nothing.
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Voting

There will be 2 phases of voting.

Initial phase all tax will be put into the dead account. These funds will be transferred to
FISH activities as needed and decided by the community.

Voting contract phase. Our developers will set this up where each team can research,
suggest and vote based on the contract stipulations.

Products

SRX Community Platform

Gives SRX volunteers, developers and investors the ability to connect, research, share
ideas and vote on how social relief funds are used.
 

SRX Audit

SRX rates its own projects, as well as others to measure the projects ability to meet
several secure, reliable and social relief factors

SRX Blockchain

SRX will give its developers and investors its own ecosystem/portfolio of projects our
community can rally behind to change the world
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Marketing Plan

SRX marketing plans are based on each of the three types of groups we are looking to
reach. SRX will compete in all three group categories on social media, popular news
articles, tech conferences and community settings around the world. SRX focuses on

the 9 stages of a prospect, lead and customer. We will modify activities in each stage as
more data is gathered through the process.

KYC Research - Know Your Customer

The SRX token has a unique blacklist function that allows it to make SRX solely about
funding social relief projects and keeps away price manipulating bots. SRX wants
investors that primary focus is on helping the world become a better place.
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Roadmap
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FAQ - Knowledge Center

The goal of this page is to answer any questions you have about words, concepts and
strategies within SRX.

Blockchain

A system that records transactions on a shared general ledger for Bitcoin or other
alternative coins by computers within a peer to peer network linked to that coin.

Coin vs Token

Coin is a standard digital currency that can be used to receive and make payments with.
A token is a derivative of that coin which is used to raise money for projects, collect
rewards, ownership of tangible items.

 
SRX starts off as a token to help fund its project and then will bridge into a coin which
will have its own blockchain and currency. Future state, SRX will have its own
blockchain coin and hundreds of tokens/projects around the world that are derivatives of
the SRX coin. Transaction fees from those projects will go towards Feeding the hungry,
Imitating authentic love, Saving the lost and Healing the sick.

Centralization Vs Decentralization

Centralization is when one party or organization is in charge of all of the
decisions, verification and holding of data. In the finance realm, this consists of how fiat
currency (USD, British Pound, Euro, Indian Rupee, etc) supply is controlled by the
banks and government.

 
Decentralization is when all of the above is not controlled by a central party.

Investing in crypto currency allows holders to have a say in the direction, management
and verification of all data within that currency.

 
SRX operates under decentralization. For any change in the underlying

management after launch, 51% of the holders have to agree upon the correct path.

Ledger

A centralization ledger is between you and a centralized party, such as a bank.
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A decentralized ledger is a ledger that is shared by the entire community of

holders and is a public ledger for anyone to see. In order to create a transaction on the
ledger, it most go through a decentralized process of accuracy from different parties to
be able to be listed.

 
SRX utilizes the tested and approved consensus method of proof of stake authority.
(POSA), from the BNB Smart Chain.

Proof of Stake Authority

Proof of Stake Authority as mentioned in the ledger section is a consensus method that
allows for a transaction to be reported on the public ledger. If the transaction fails to
meet these requirements, it will not be listed and the transaction will be canceled.

 
SRX token is currently under the BNB Smart Chain. BNB Smart Chain utilizes 21
validators that each have a minimum stake balance which gives them the opportunity to
create a new block (transaction) on the ledger. Bitcoin and Ethereum utilize a different
consensus which allows for more decentralization, but comes at a much higher cost and
higher transaction time it takes to complete.

 
When SRX becomes its own blockchain, the community of holders will vote on the
direction of the correct consensus method. The goal would be to make it as
decentralized as possible, without giving up security, cost and speed.

 
 
 

Risks: What We Tell Our Family and Friends Before Investing

In addition to the above discussions. I tell them this is a great opportunity to invest in a
revolutionary currency that will change the world and give them an opportunity to leave
their legacy. However, this is still a cryptocurrency with extreme levels of volatility and to
make sure the resources they use to invest are something they can handle losing if
something out of our control happens in this space.

 
There are several things we cannot control completely - supply and demand, global
government regulations, hackers, forks. SRX can have a positive impact on these by
there marketing and security campaigns, they cannot control these with absolute
certainty.
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I suggest that they only invest what they are willing to lose. I use the example of giving
towards a non profit with no expectation of receiving payment back and want them to
invest in the mission of what this will accomplish vs the potential gains they could
receive. SRX and cryptocurrency are just the means we use to change the world.
Receiving significant capital gains might happen along the way for its investors,
however that is not the primary goal of this project.
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